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Jordan Aviation & Fly Olympic are delighted to announce the launch of their new direct
scheduled services to Asmara, Eritrea [ASM] and Mogadishu, Somalia [MGQ] from both
Stockholm - Arlanda [ARN] and London - Gatwick [LGW]
Flights will operate via Jordan Aviation’s Hub and Home Base in Amman, Jordan in each
direction.
All Traffic Right approvals have been applied for from the respective Authorities, and as
Jordan Aviation is designated as the second flag carrier of Jordan, we are confident we
will receive all the required diplomatic approvals.
The first flight is scheduled for Friday 6th June 2014, operating on a 2-class Boeing 767200 EM.
The aircraft has Business Class at 40” seat pitch and a comfortable 31” seat pitch in
economy with a refurbished interior, decorated in Fly Olympic livery, blue leather seats
and new carpets.
The airline has a strong focus on high levels of punctuality and high quality on-board
product, serviced by our dedicated cabin crew that Jordan Aviation are renowned
Worldwide for.
We are an IATA member and are also an IATA IOSA certified carrier
All seats will be sold through Fly Olympic, Jordan Aviation’s GSA in Sweden, United
Kingdom, Eritrea & Somalia for these routes.
Bookings can be made directly on the website: www.FlyOlympic.se as well as through the
Amadeus & Sabre Global Distribution Systems as W2 / R5.
Travel Agents can contact Fly Olympic directly for an Agency Login.
Fly Olympic CEO Akis Kefala’s stated ;
“In teaming up with Jordan Aviation, we believe we have an Airline partner that can
provide our customers with the service and reliability that they deserve.
This is a dynamic market, but this alliance should prove to be the dominant force for flights
to this region for many years to come.”
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